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Scriptural foundation
Psalm 8:2 says:
“From the lips of children and infants you have ordained praise because of your enemies, to
silence the foe and the avenger.” (NIV)

There is a clear Biblical principle that God has a special place in His heart for children - and in
particular young children. He loves to hear from them as they praise, worship and pray and has
ordained that their praise should bring about change in the spiritual realms affecting the physical
world. There are many historical examples of God doing this. During the Beddgelert (North Wales)
revival of 1817, there was a small gathering of children in a loft to pray which was crucially used in
bringing Spiritual awakening first to the congregation at Nant Chapel, Pen Llyn and later to the
entire neighbourhood and beyond.

In the scriptures, there are a number of other key passages that give us a snapshot of how God
sees children. These include:-
Matthew 19:14 Jesus was determined that the children should come to Him unhindered.
Matthew 18:12-14 The parable of the lost sheep is specifically told about little children.
Jonah 4:10-11 Unless the people of Nineveh were uncommonly unintelligent, the city was saved
   on account of it’s little children.
Matthew 18:10 This is only said of children’s angels - no-one else’s!
Matthew 18:6 We need to be wary of how we behave towards and around children.

Mark 9:37 Welcoming children means welcoming Jesus.
Mark 10:14 The Kingdom belongs to children!
Luke 10:21 Children can perceive things that “clever” adults can’t!
Acts 2:39 Children are promised the Spirit.

As the adult in the room, see yourself as an enabler - encouraging and facilitating the children in
listening to God and praying (and, or course, joining in with them) rather than someone who leads
them in prayer.  However, you must be a pray-er yourself. Children very quickly pick up on lack of
integrity!
Be warned - they may well pray for you too!

Praying creatively
Children are different from us - this is OUR problem not theirs! Jesus said WE have to change and
become LIKE THEM in order to inherit the Kingdom. Children are creative - made in the image of a
creative God.
This generation is visually stimulated.
You as facilitators probably grew up with radio and later came to TV. Computers are “technology”
to you. To many children today, TV, video, computers etc have always been there.
They are used to learning, being stimulated and expressing themselves visually rather than just
audibly (the Church has much to learn about this).
Today’s education today reflects this, being much more geared to learning by doing - children
experiencing things for themselves rather than just taking someone’s word for it! This can be
helpful in encouraging/enabling the children to participate.

Keeping a log
Wouldn’t it be good if your church had a record of everything that has ever been prayed for and
God’s answers - think how encouraging it would be to realise how many answers there are - it
might change our prayer life! For this reason, be encouraged to keep a log for the group - make
sure the children understand that it does not affect confidentiality - the log is only to be seen and
used by the group. Write in brief an outline of what is asked of God by the children each week.
Leave the right hand side of the page clear to write in how He answers. Come back to this each
week and thank Him.
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Section 1 - Praying with children



Using this manual
After the “basics” sections, the remainder of this manual is a series of ideas and resources to get your
group started in praying creatively and imaginatively. These are not an end in themselves, they are
simply aids to get the group praying. You don’t have to use these ideas - your group will
undoubtedly come up with better ones - lots of them!
Do ADAPT them to improve them for your group and encourage the children to do so also.
However, hopefully you’ll find these helpful - most are already “road-tested” with groups of children
in Wales. Some come from other publications and people from across the world (apologies for not
being able to acknowledge all the sources).

BASICS
As with all prayer there are certain principles which Scripture encourages us to include. In praying
with children in a group it may be that there is more of an emphasis one week than another but
ensure that these things are taught and encouraged consistently. As has already been mentioned,
children enjoy learning, even principles of prayer, through visual images and games. Some ideas to
help in teaching these principles are suggested.

A) A clean heart
Psalm 139:23 says “search me O God and know my heart, test me and know my anxious thoughts.”
Psalm 24:3-4 says “Who may ascend the hill of the LORD? Who may stand in his holy place? He
who has clean hands and a pure heart, who does not lift up his soul to an idol or swear by what is
false.”
It is vital that the children (and adults) understand that having a
clean heart is necessary when coming to pray.
� Maybe encourage each of the group to bring a toothbrush to
the meeting. In pairs look at each other’s teeth for cleanliness.
Then chew a disclosing tablet and watch the dirty parts show up.
Read Isaiah 1:15-18 and explain how our sins show up to God but
that Jesus can remove them by His sacrifice on the cross. Use
toothpaste  to clean teeth and ask Jesus to clean our hearts. Refer
to this on other occasions.
� Give the children a sheet of paper and a pen to privately write
down the things they want the Lord to forgive. Shred them into a bin or have a bonfire explaining
1 John 1:8-10.
Note: This may be the first time a child fully understands the Gospel. Give the opportunity for
anyone who has never asked Jesus to be their Saviour to respond.

B) Praise
The Lord loves to hear the children praise and worship Him and this can be encouraged in many
creative ways:
�  There are some wonderful worship songs that are excellent for children where the words are
easily memorised. Here’s a real favourite: https://youtu.be/iHRQp-wD8g0
� Encourage the group to speak out their praise from a song, or Psalm or from their heart.
� Stand in a circle and have a (Mexican) wave to Jesus. Everybody waves the palms of their hands
while shouting “Jesus is King,”  “Jesus is Lord”, or “Hallelujah.”
��Display some objects such as a candle, a rock, glass of water, some bread etc on some large
sheets of paper. The group can write down their praise around the objects and read them out
together afterwards.
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C) Use of Scripture
This cannot be stressed enough. The Bible may look like a big book to a small child but they can
be encouraged to read and use it as the “sword of the Spirit” and “the word of God.” Make sure
they have a version which uses language they can understand and give the children permission
to colour in key Scriptures with a high-lighter and to use them in their prayers. Also encourage
them to pray, sing and proclaim Scripture.

D) Listening
Explain carefully and regularly that prayer is both talking AND LISTENING to God.
Teach the group to ask and expect the Lord to speak to them and to listen for His words and
thoughts. Give examples from Scripture of Samuel, David, Daniel etc. Explain how Elijah heard the
“still small voice” of the Lord.
You will want to talk together about some of the ways that God speaks to us.
Make sure that your group times include time just to listen to God and that you enable the
children to say what they are hearing. They might draw this or write it down then share it with
everyone.
� Quieten the group and have them shut their eyes - give them 2 minutes to listen for sounds
around - breathing, glug of pipes, birds singing etc. List those things on paper then ask the Lord
to speak about what’s on His heart for the group to pray. Listen again, share together and pray.
 Note: see section 3 for much more on listening.

E) Praying simply and creatively
Explain to the group that the Lord isn’t impressed by “long babbling prayers with many words”
(Matthew 6:7). It’s best  to pray short prayers straight from the heart. Encourage a number of
shorter prayers  that flow from different group members for a particular subject (until it is
“soaked” in prayer) before moving on to another.
Encourage the children to pray in creative ways. We don’t have to bend out heads forward into
the “shampoo” position with our hands together. We can pray with our eyes open, we can walk
around, we can shout, we can pray silently, we can write or draw our prayers, we can all pray
together out loud etc.

F) Thanksgiving
Psalm 107:8 says “ Let them give thanks to the LORD for his unfailing love and his wonderful
deeds for men.”
It’s important that the children are taught that it is the Lord who hears and answers our prayers
and that ALL the glory goes to Him. Encourage the children to share answers to prayer and
regularly go through the prayer log (see page 2).
Explain that some prayers may not have appeared to have been answered immediately and that
there can be  number of reasons for this: sometimes the answers can be delayed (as in Daniel),
sometimes the Lord wants us to press in (keep praying), and sometimes we need to listen for a
different way that God wants us to pray. Revisit the items in the log with this in mind.
Remind the group of the one leper who returned to  thank Jesus (Luke 7:15) and be sure to thank
and praise Him for answered prayer. Encourage the children to give testimony regarding answers
to prayer and to acknowledge that it was the Lord who answered.

G) Being led by the Holy Spirit
Be led by the Holy Spirit. As a leader/facilitator, you need to ask the Lord for His guidance in
leading, inspiring and helping the group.
Listen to Him and step out in faith for the ideas and ventures that are right (prepared for you at
this time). Ephesians 2:10 says, “for we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good
works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.”
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Section 2 - Ideas for praying creatively
1. Drawing the neighbourhood
Encourage the children to draw their neighbourhood or school. Encourage them to pray for each
part as they draw it - especially the people. They could then pray together for what they have
drawn. As a variation, try painting colour onto the pictures as they pray - symbolising the change
that God’s answers will bring.

2. Building a wall
Collect some large rocks (you could all do this together) so that each person has one. Encourage
the children to think of one thing that God has done for them. They then write it down on the rock.
Now get each of them to bring their rock and make a “memorial” pile to remember God’s
goodness (see Joshua 4). Note: you could also use shoe boxes.

3. Photographs
In advance, ask the children to bring photographs of their family members and maybe of their
home. Use these to pray for each other’s family. There are lots of variations of this - friends, schools,
town centres, churches etc.

4. The “Hot seat”
Set a stool in the middle of the room. Each person in turn sits on the stool and everyone else
gathers round to pray for them. Explain about laying hands on someone and encourage them to
listen to God as they pray. They could pray one at a time, or all at once out loud.

5. National flags
Use flags of the nations to pray for the countries of the world. You may be able to borrow large
flags and pray round/under them, or you could find flags in a book. The internet is a good source of
these. Encourage the children to find and bring them in advance.

6. Plasticine prayers
Give each child some plasticine or soft modelling material (even clay) and encourage them to
make models of their family, their house, a friend or their school. They then use these to pray for
the people they represent. You might suggest that they lift them up to Father God as they pray or
have a large cross where the models can be placed symbolically.

7. You can change the world
This is an excellent book by Jill Johnstone published by OM Lit - ISBN no. Is 0-310-40041-4.
It gives information about many countries and some suggestions as to how/what you can pray for
them. Equally good is “Window on the world” by Spraggett & Johnstone.  published by Paternoster
ISBN no. 1-850-78358-6.

8. Sand castles
If you live near the coast, the group could meet on the beach, otherwise use a sand pit. Encourage
each child to make a sand castle. This could represent their house, their school or their Church.
Encourage them to pray for them as they look at them (point out that sand castles are not very
strong on their own).

9. Simple Lord’s prayer
See the paraphrased version at the back of this book (p28). Introduce this to the children and
encourage them to pray this prayer. Stress that Jesus taught us to do so.

10. Identification prayers
Encourage the children to think of one thing which is true about them which is not true about
everyone else in the world eg. I wear glasses, my dad doesn’t live with us etc. They now pray for
others who share this experience. Encourage others in the group to pray too but make sure the
person who has suggested it has an opportunity to pray since they know how it feels and can
identify with others in the same situation!
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11. Make and walk the nation
Using masking tape, string or newspaper, encourage the children to make an outline map of your
country (or any other) on the floor. You might want to discuss together what is
wrong with the nation and the best way to pray for it. Then stand/walk around the
outside and pray. This may work best when you encourage them to stand in the
nation while praying for it.

12. Sticking notes on banners
Agree on some broad areas of intercession eg. world peace, schools etc. Write
these on large sheets of paper and put them in different areas of the room.
Encourage the children to write/draw prayers (what they specifically want God to
do/change) on these sheets or to stick post-it note prayers on the sheets. They can
also say “Amen” to each others’ prayers. You might like to explain to the children
about the written prayers at the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem.

13. Jig-saw world
Some schools have jig-saw maps of the world - or you could make your own by cutting up a world
map into sections (maybe continents). Encourage the children to choose pieces to pray for - maybe
in pairs/groups. They could find out more about their part in books or on the internet.

14. Newspaper prayers
Give out local or national newspapers and encourage the children to find things to give thanks for
and to pray for. They could ring the articles  with marker pens or cut them out.

15. Pebbles
Tip a bucket of stones on the floor/table. Explain that each represents a person. Invite the children
to pick out “people” and pray for them - they could think of non-Christian friends, family members,
teachers etc. One great bit of this activity is that they can take the pebbles home in their pocket!
Encourage them to keep the stones somewhere where they will keep finding them and remember
to pray for the person each time they see or touch them.  Note: do tell them to take them out of
their pockets when they get home - stones and washing machines are not a good combination!

16. Salt prayers
Tip salt on a tray and encourage the children to write or draw prayers in the salt. You might use
Matthew 5:13 in this. A variation might be to use sand - note that Jesus wrote in the sand when with
the woman who had sinned (see John 8:6).

17. 50/50 prayers
Encourage each child to think of something which has happened to them which may not have
happened to everyone eg. They have moved house in the last year, they have just changed school,
they have just lost a grandparent. They should then pray for themselves and for everyone else in
the world/country who has had (or is having) the same experience. The idea is that 50% of the
prayer is for themselves and 50% is a gift to others like them.

18. Praying from maps/globes
Lay out one or more maps on the floor or a table and encourage the children to use these to pray
from. They might lay hands on specific towns/areas of the map and pray for these communities or
for specific aspects (schools, governments, Church etc). This may be  used this with country, OS
regional maps and town maps. You can do this with maps on the wall or using a globe. With an
inflatable globe you could throw the globe to one another and pray for the places covered by your
hands as you catch it.

19. Coloured flags
Flags are used in many parts of the Church in worship - but each has a meaning:
Amber - glory of God
Blue - heaven, Prophecy

help!
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Red - the blood, earth, sacrifice, redemption
Purple - royalty, King of kings, intercession
Gold - the glory, the Father, holiness
Green - healing, life, growth, hope
Orange - fire, Holy Spirit
Silver - Holy Spirit
White - purity, holiness, the Bride
Grey - humility
Brown - earth
Black - death, sin, mourning
You can use these together to focus prayer for a person, nation or situation reflecting it’s current
state or future potential. The group could drape or wave them over a person or map symbolically as
you pray for them eg. waving a green flag over someone as you pray for healing.

20. Missionary Magazines
In advance, give members of the group copies of mission organisations’ magazines
eg. TEAR Times and ask them to bring one focus for prayer to the next meeting. You could have
several of these together from different sources and have a “missions-focus” meeting. NB. Don’t
forget home missions as well as overseas.

21. Missionary correspondance
Encourage the group to get hold of news and prayer letters from missionaries linked with their
Church. If they have none, you might like to adopt one as a group or maybe sponsor a child in the
developing world through Compassion. You could also encourage the group to keep e-mail contact
or write letters to missionaries for up-to-date prayer requests and answers.

22. Prayer wall
Sometimes it’s easier to write or draw than it is to speak out prayers. Why not have a write-on prayer
wall? This could be a whiteboard, blackboard, large sheets of paper, even a whitewashed or
blackboard-painted wall. Note that you don’t have to understand the detail for the prayer to be
valid!

23. Stations for prayer
Use different parts of the room to represent different people or things to pray for with each part
identified by a banner, poster or object. Have a time (maybe with some music playing) where you
move around and pray individually or in pairs in different parts of the room. This way the members
can choose what they feel most led to pray into.

24. Prayer songs
Use songs which speak to God - worship and request songs to help your group
focus on Him. Particularly useful are songs which set Scripture to music. There
are a lot available. Here’s an example by Greg Leavers:
https://youtu.be/p7chOPUVl0A
If you have musical youngsters, why not encourage them to make up prayer
songs. They could use scripture for lyrics. It would be great fun to share copies of
the results if the children agree (see e-mail address on back cover).

25. Praise banner making
Encourage the group to make praise banners which express things that they can use together. You
might need to provide material etc for this or they may do so themselves. Again, you might focus on
Scripture for this - particularly the Psalms.

26. Pray the Bible
The Bible is packed full of prayers.
They are for learning from but MOSTLY they’re for praying! The easy language of The Messag, New
Living Translation and the International Children’s Bible (NCV) are very useful for this.
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Guide the children to scriptures that they can easily  identify with and use these all together. You
might also focus on some all together and draw, paint or sculpt what is said. Try Psalm 139 as a first
step.

27. Praise drawing
Give everyone an opportunity to do this - you might want to help those who are not great artists!
Then each person can lift their picture up in the air and you can all join with them in praise for
what God has done. Remind the group that praise is saying “well done.”

28. Thanksgiving applause
Encourage the children to call out things to thank God for. After each one, give God an
enthusiastic round of applause (and cheer if appropriate).

29. Hand prints
Prepare some large sheets of paper and paints and get each of the group to put their hand print
on them. Then encourage the group to use these to pray for one another.
If you wait until they’re dry, they could place their own hand on the print of someone else as they
pray for them. Perhaps you could do enough for each of them to take a set home then they can
use them through the week.

30. Korean style
Agree what you are going to pray about.
Now introduce your group to praying all together out loud. This can be liberating for those who
may feel intimidated at having their out-loud prayers heard by others and enables them to offer
them to God. Explain carefully that God can cope with lots of different prayers all at once!  In some
churches in Korea and elsewhere they use a gong/bell to move from one prayer topic to another!

31. Mustard seed prayers
Have a packet of mustard/cress seeds. Give some to everyone. Explain that these are a little like our
prayers. When we sow them in soil or on moist paper, they grow and bear fruit. So also when we
bring our prayers to God, they are answered and bear fruit. It might seem just a small prayer but......
And of course, plant them up - then the next time you meet you can see the increase in the seeds
and also share the answers to your prayers.

32. Using candles
There are a number of ways you can do this. Explain that candles give light. Jesus
said, “I am the light of the world.”  (John 8:12)
Use the candle light to focus on Jesus.
You could also (carefully) use the candle to bring light as you pray for  people  by
putting a candle so that it illuminates a photograph or a piece of paper with
someone’s name on it. Pray that the light of Jesus will shine on them.

33. Shells
Collect shells from the beach (you could do this together if you live by the sea). Encourage the
group to look closely at them and notice that even the same kind of shells are different from one
another. In the same way we are each unique and different.
Give each person a marker and encourage them to write a name on a shell - it could be their own
or someone else’s - followed by the words “...... is special to God.” Use these to pray for those named.

34. Prayer walking
Arrange to take the group out to particular places in your area and pray for the people there. For
example, you might pray at school gates, outside Churches or in particular neighbourhoods/
streets. Consider safety carefully!
It may be advisable to subdivide the group into 5‘s or 6’s. Encourage each small group to listen to
God and also to return to base and share what’s happened.



35. Triplets
In order to be able to share and pray more deeply (particularly initially), split the group into triplets
to pray for one another. You might like to have one adult facilitator per triplet. Stress that these
groups are confidential and anything shared for prayer is between you and God. Don’t forget to
share yourself and ask them to pray for you!

36. Night Lights
Draw the curtains and lay out a map on a table. Place night lights on the map, turn the main lights
out and encourage the group to pray for God’s light to shine in the illuminated places.

37. Praying blessings
Learn by heart some blessings from scripture. Encourage the group to give these to one another
and to others eg. Numbers 6:24-26.
You could develop this to declare blessings over families, the town or the area. There are some
great Celtic blessings published too or you could write your own.

38. Guests
Invite someone with a specific calling from God to come and speak to the group for 5-10 minutes
(max) and to give 3-4 specific prayer requests. Write these on large sheets of paper and spread
them around the room. Encourage the group to move around and pray for each of these. You
might put on some background music.
Afterwards, ask the guest to stand/sit/kneel among the group and ask the group to pray for them.
Do ask the guest for feedback re. answered prayers as soon as possible.

39. Praying on the hills
If you have a hill overlooking your community, take the group there to pray. Find a key scripture to
read aloud over the community. Ask the children to look at the view carefully and ask to God what
to pray for. Then pray together.  Encourage the group to be bold in their prayers and maybe to
sing or shout their prayers at the tops of their voices!
You might encourage the children to stretch out their hands towards the part they are praying for
(factory, area of town, village hall, school etc) as they ask God for His blessing on it. Another
variation on this is to turn and face in each direction (NSEW) on the top of the hill and pray for all
you can see and perhaps the nations beyond. It would be great to blow a shofar or trumpet in each
direction too!!

40. In the team
This works well with youngsters who are keen on team sports. Draw a sports pitch and show one
of the teams on it - maybe with small scraps of paper or stones. Talk about those in the Church
who are on the front line, in midfield, in defence, goal keeping or referees. Pray for them by name -
you might write their names on the stones/paper.
Point out that we all have different roles in the team (body of Christ).

41. Chains
Either get a length of chain (from a DIY store) or make paper chains.
Explain to the group that many people across the world are persecuted for being followers of
Jesus. You could get information from Christian Solidarity Worldwide or Open Doors on specific
cases/countries.
Use the chains as a focus for your prayer for the persecuted church. If you’ve made paper chains,
you could write the names or places on the paper and break the chains as you pray.

42. Adopt a gran!
Using your Church directory if this helps, why not encourage the children to adopt an adult in the
Church to pray for. As a variation to this, you could pray through the directory over a period of time
having a member or household as a focus of prayer each week. You might, if appropriate, ask the
adults for any prayer requests and to feed back answers to prayer.
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43. Exercise book
Bring an exercise book similar to those used in school. Ask the children to write the name of a
different teacher on each page. They could also write specific prayer requests on the page. Now
pray through this teacher book together - maybe taking a page each.

44. Clothes labels
Divide the group into 4‘s or 5’s. Look together at the labels on clothes and shoes worn by each
group. Pray for the nations where the clothes were made. In particular pray for those being
exploited in poorer countries - especially children.

45. Cardboard boxes
In advance, collect a number of large cardboard boxes. Encourage the group to sit in them or
shelter under them. Explain that in many parts of the nation and the world there are homeless
people who derive their shelter and warmth in this way. Pray for them as you sit in the boxes.

46. Footprints
Either printing using paint, or drawing round their feet, each member of the group should walk a
“path” onto a large sheet of paper (use lining or wallpaper).
Where the paths cross encourage the group to pray for one another that they will always follow
Jesus, asking Him to show each other how they should live and what to do with their lives.
You might also introduce the “footprints” meditation to the group in conjunction with this activity.

47. Adopt a street
Using a large map of you area (available from your local council) each person should colour in their
street. Encourage them to pray for their own and each other’s streets.
Also encourage them to pray during the week for families or individuals they know at certain houses.
They might keep a personal log of their prayers.

48. Circle prayers
Encourage the group to sit in a circle. Show them an object which introduces a focus for prayer eg. a
loaf of bread in praying about countries in famine. Pass the object round and encourage each person
to pray while they are holding it. NB. make it clear that it is OK to pass it on without praying out loud if
they wish.

49. Walking/Standing/Sitting
Introduce praying with a different focus in each of these positions eg. Lying down and praying for the
sick, standing and praying for those standing up for justice, walking and praying for refugees.

50. Praying from within
Find a map on cloth (typically these may be tea towels etc). This may be of a country, continent, town
or the whole world. Gather either the whole group or pairs/groups under the maps and encourage
them to pray for the nation/region/town near their head. Note: This can be done with large flags too.

51. Flowers
Buy a bunch of flowers or ask each child to bring one. Ask them to look in detail at a flower and
consider the care with which it was designed and made. Now remind them that God took even more
care over us (Matt. 7). Give thanks and maybe swap flowers and pray for each other.

52. Town/Street of the week
Using an A-Z map or list of places, pray for a different place each time you meet. This
could be a particular community in your nation, region or area or it could be a
street in your village or town.

53. Washing stones
Look together at some local/national newspapers and identify things which
are wrong or problems. Now write these in chalk on some large smooth
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stones. Bring a bucket of water and encourage each person to pray quietly that God would
change these things while washing them off the stones. At the end of their prayer, the stone will
be clean again.

54. Countries in containers
Try making up some containers with information about specific countries. These could include: a
flag, information on the population, languages and church; pictures of typical national dress and
any other information you can find. A good source of this is the book/CD Rom “Operation World”
available from Operation Mobilisation.

55. Simple confession prayers
There are lots of ways of introducing confession to groups. Here are a couple:
a) Go to a pond or to the beach. Encourage every person to pick up a small stone and ask them to
think of something bad they have done, said or thought that they need to say sorry to God for.
Explain that the stone represents this sin. Now encourage them to throw the stone into the water
as they say sorry. Point out that it has now gone! You might read 1 John 1:9 by way of assurance.
b) Give everybody a sheet of toilet paper and a felt pen. Encourage them to write confession
prayers - these should be kept  private. Now explain about our sins being taken away through the
cross and pray together for forgiveness before screwing up the paper. Get each of the group to
take these to the nearest toilet and flush! NB. While we don’t want to waste water through doing
this individually, neither do you want to have to unblock the loo! Alternatively you could put them
in a bin or on a fire. Whichever you decide, emphasise that the sin is gone afterwards.

56. Political leaders dice
Get or make in advance a large dice - at least 6 inches across each side. On each side of the dice,
stick a photo of a party political leader - these are  usually easily available from newspapers or from
the parliament or local council web sites. Now you have your dice, each person in the group takes
turns to throw the dice and to pray for that party leader. You could vary this by making a second
dice with a key issue on (farming, education, healthcare etc) and rolling both dice to pray for that
leader as they make decisions in relation to that issue.

57. Prayer hearts
Give each of the group a heart drawn on paper to cut out. Encourage them to write
on it something bad which upsets God. Talk about how disobedience and sin is
heart-breaking for God. Now they cut raggedly or tear their paper heart and stick
the two halves close together (so it can still be read) on a large sheet.
Then they can pray for the things which are written on God’s heart either together
out loud or by reading, praying quietly and saying “Amen” or “Yessss” after looking at
each heart.

58. Praying for the world’s hungry
Pass a bag of rice round the group (seated in a a circle). As each person holds the bag for a
moment, encourage them to pray for those around the world who don’t have enough to eat each
day. They can do this quietly or out loud. You could also have a world map in the centre and
identify some countries where hunger prevails so that the group pray for specific countries. You
could tip some of the rice on the countries on the map to symbolise what you are praying for.

59. Prayer catch
Get the group in a circle and throw a ball to one another. First time ask each person catching to
say the name of the person who threw the ball. Second time, ask them to pray a short (maybe one
sentence) prayer for the thrower before throwing the ball themselves to the someone else.

Page 10
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60. Thanksgiving graffiti
Have a large sheet of paper and some thick markers or paints available. Encourage the group to
think about good things God has done. Now they can say thanks to Him by drawing or painting
them on the paper. Alternatively, you could do the artistic part and then gather round the paper
to say “thank you Lord for.....” prayers out loud together.

61. Praise circle
Ask the group to think quietly about words that describe what God is like. Then give everyone a
piece of paper and a pen/pens. Get them to write or draw one of the words they thought of eg.
kind, loving etc. When everyone has done at least one, lay these out on the floor. Now form a circle
round them and walk round looking at what everyone has drawn/written. As you walk round,
encourage them to praise God that that’s what He is like.

62. Praying about bullying
First of all, be aware that there may be some in the group who are being bullied or who are
bullying others themselves. Talk with the group about what kinds of behaviour is bullying - keep it
broad (no names). They should be able to articulate this since it is talked about a lot in schools.
Now get them to draw an act of bullying on one side of a piece of paper. When they’ve finished,
ask them to turn the paper over and draw what they would like it to be like instead. For example,
the first picture might be someone calling someone names and the second might be them
saying nice things to them.
When everyone is ready, ask them to look at the first side for a few moments then to turn the
paper over and ask God to turn the situation into the second picture.

63. Affirmation/thanksgiving
Sit in a circle and give everyone some paper to make (confidential) notes on. Ask them to be quiet
and look round the circle at each other person. As they do this, they have to think of one
good thing about that person that they recognise or appreciate and to write it down on their paper.
When they’ve finished, take it in turns to say “thank you” to God for each of the people in the group.
NB. This will take time so you may want to do this over several weeks. Do make sure that you stress
that it is only positive attributes we are mentioning.

64. Nation changing collage
Ask the group to think about what their country is like. Now ask if there are things which could be
better and discuss these together. Give them a pile of magazines and ask them to cut out
pictures/words which show these and to stick them on a large sheet/roll of paper. As they stick them
down, they pray for the improvement.

65. Job Jenga
Get a set of Jenga or other wodden bricks. Write on each brick a job that someone does eg.
Teacher, roadsweeper, firefighter, shopkeeper etc. Now play the bricks game BUT each player prays
for the people who do these jobs when they have removed the brick.

....and finally
all these are visual tools to enable the group to pray. They are not the end in themselves - keep the
prayer perspective/focus. They might not scratch where your group are itching! Do encourage them
to find visual tools from their own hobbies, interests and daily lives.
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Section 3 - Teaching children to listen to God

Introduction for leaders
There is a danger for all of us that our prayer life can be unbalanced. Sometimes a critical analysis of
our time with God reveals that we come to Him with our “shopping list” of all we want Him to do for
us or for others. As a matter of balance, there may be little confession (without which we can’t come
to Him at all), little adoration (for who He is), little thanksgiving (for what He has done) etc.
Secondly, even if we find these things we say to God in reasonable balance, this is not all.
I sometimes ask groups of children, young people, adults and even group leaders (!!) - what prayer
is. Their definition is often “talking to God”.   What’s your reaction to this? Are they right?
Because I’m trying to encourage and build them up, I don’t say “that’s wrong”, I usually say that it’s
only half of the answer!
Prayer is not just talking to God. It is talking AND listening to God - a conversation, a relationship.
Anyone who is going to teach their group about prayer needs to be sure they are listening to God
themselves. Are you?

A) Teaching on listening:
1. Ask your group: “What is prayer?” and encourage as many answers as possible.
Emphasise that prayer is talking AND listening to God - conversation.

2. Pick one person and ask the group to imagine that you have just met them. Now tell
them that for the next 20 minutes you are going to talk to this person and tell him/her all about
yourself. Ask the group: “will we be friends at the end of the 20 minutes?”
They will undoubtedly answer “no” so ask them for reasons why not. Of course you have only
spoken but not listened - therefore, you won’t even know the person’s name!
Tell the group that it’s exactly the same with God. He made us to have a friendship with Him and
that will involve listening to Him as well as talking to Him. In fact, He made us with two ears and
only one mouth - deliberately - so we’d listen twice as much as we talk!

3. Explain that although we might not hear God speaking to us with an audible voice that we can
hear with our ears, He is speaking to us all the time.
Jesus said, “my sheep hear my voice” (John 10:27).
Explore with the group, who Jesus’ sheep are in John 10 - of course, we are His sheep if we know
and love Him.  Explain that Jesus didn’t say, “adults/ older people who are my sheep hear my voice”
or “church leaders (or prophets) hear my voice.” He said “my sheep hear my voice” - that’s us - every
one of us who know Him whatever age we are.
Ask the group who has ever heard Jesus’ voice speaking to them? Be careful to take their answers
seriously but don’t worry too much about the theology at this stage - we’re coming on to some
more teaching!

4. Ask the group how we hear God - how does He speak to us?
They may come up with loads of answers. Of course, we must explain that the most important way
God speaks to us is through the Bible (His written word, His very special book).
Explain that this is not through a pick and mix (pin the tail on the donkey!) approach to
the Bible but rather as we spend time prayerfully reading it each day. Tell the group
that anything else they sense God is saying to them MUST be checked out with the
Bible. If it disagrees with the Bible, we can be sure that it was not God who was
speaking because He never contradicts Himself!
The obvious answer, apart from this to the question “how does God speak to us?” is
“any way He likes - He’s God!”
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Other answers to how God speaks to us that the group may suggest and you will want to explore
further with them (and give/asks for simple illustrations) may include the following (you may want
to set aside another session/s to look at these in more detail):
a) through creation:
   - Psalm 19:1-3,
   - Psalm 8:3-4
   - Genesis 9:13
b) prophetic word:
   - Joel 2:28
   - 1 Corinthians 12:10
   - Acts 21:10-14
c) through other people:
NB: explain that this doesn’t mean that everything others say is God speaking to us!
   - Acts 8:30-31
   - Acts 5:33-39
   - 2 Samuel 12:1-10
d) in pictures/visions:
   - Acts 9:10-12
   - Acts 10:1-6
   - Acts 11:4-10
e) in worship:
   - Acts 13:1-2
   - 2 Chronicles 20:13-19
f) through dreams:
   - Genesis 40:6-22
   - Matthew 1:18-21
   - Matthew 2:12
g) through sermons (sometimes!):
   - Acts 2:14-37
   - Acts 10:34-48
h) through tongues and interpretation:
   - 1 Corinthians 12:10-11
i) still small voice/quiet:
   - 1 Kings 19:11-13

This is not an exhaustive list - that would be to limit our Almighty God.

Note, they may come up with things which are outside your experience. This does not invalidate
these or mean they are wrong - learn from them!

Key things to understand and stress are:
a) Are we listening?
b) He is God - He can speak to us however He chooses!
c) does it conflict with God’s written word - the Bible? If so it is not God speaking.
d) Are we checking that it is God who is speaking to us (discernment)?
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5. Explain to the group that later we are going to learn more about
listening to God using Psalm 23 “the Lord is my shepherd” to help
us. Most of them will probably have heard, sung or read this before.
You might like to do so again now - from a readable translation
which all the group can understand eg. New Living Translation,
International Children’s Bible, the Message.
You might want to use pictures or slides to illustrate this.

6. Right now we’re going to explore a couple of ways that we can
hear God speak when we’re praying.
a) Pictures
Ask the group to get comfortable, close their eyes and, after settling down, to imagine the door
of their bedroom (without speaking). Ask them to imagine pushing it open and going in.
What does it look like? Is it tidy or is it a mess?
Ask them to picture what colour the bedclothes are? What’s hanging at the window. What’s the
first thing they see in the wardrobe/ cupboard?
Now ask them to open their eyes and ask this question: “could you picture all that in your mind’s
eye?”
Explain that this is the part of our mind where God sometimes speaks to us and gives us pictures
that show us something He is saying to us.

b) Words
Now explain that we’re going to look at how we hear words from God.
Ask the group to close their eyes again and, without making a sound, sing “happy birthday” to
themselves in their head. Get them to put their hand up when they’ve sung all the way through
the song. Note that most people smile - because it’s nice to have this sung to you even when it’s
not your birthday! When everyone has finished, explain that this is the part of our mind that God
often speaks words into - in much the same way as we could hear the words from “happy
birthday.”

7. Often we (especially adults!) dismiss it as us imagining it and we ask questions like “how do I
know it was God speaking?” Explain to the group that God loves to speak to us all the time - He
has much to say to us (His sheep). If we ask Him specific questions and immediately sense words
or pictures coming to us, it may well be God speaking to us?
But how do we know if it was God speaking, us ourselves thinking/imagining it or the enemy
putting things in our minds?
As a simple rule of thumb, if it a) makes sense (because God made us able to think) and b) is not
contrary to the Bible, we can make an intelligent assumption that it may be God speaking.
Of course, we need to check it out with the Bible and, maybe, ask someone older who loves

Jesus about it too. We can also always ask God specifically “is this what
You are saying to me?” and listen for His reply.

Now we’re going on to use Psalm 23 to help us listen to God. This section
is intended to be used a bit at a time - maybe over several weeks. There is
a variety of material with each verse geared at different ages - do select
the parts most helpful for your group and discard the rest!
You will find resources for this section included in Section 4 at the back of
this book.
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B) Psalm 23 verse 1

  The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not be in Want, (NIV)
  God, my shepherd! I don’t need a thing.(The Message)
  The Lord is my shepherd; I have everything I need. (NLT)

1. Read the verse together - or maybe the whole of Psalm 23.

2. Song: “The Lord’s my shepherd” by Greg Leavers (based on NLT) - see section 4.

3. Encourage the group to be quiet and close their eyes. Explain that we’re going to ask Jesus some
questions and listen to what He says.
Once everyone is quiet, ask:

“Jesus, what sort of shepherd are you?”
Encourage the group to listen for answers quietly. Explain that if they don’t have an answer straight
away, they can ask the question again - repeat it yourself aloud.
Now ask the group what they heard God say. Bear in mind that for some of them, this may be
personal and they might not want to share it. God may well have said the same thing to several or
even all of them. Don’t forget to share what He said to you!

4. Now be quiet again and ask this further listening question:
“Jesus, what sort of sheep do You think I am?”

Again, allow time and then feedback.

5. Point out that so far, we have asked God questions and expected Him to speak to us using words.
Now we’re going to do something different.
Ask the group to be quiet and imagine that they are in a field. Each of them is a sheep and is alone
in the field except for Jesus - the good shepherd. Explain that, because Jesus is there, they are
completely safe.
Ask them to picture themselves going over to the middle of the field to where Jesus is standing and
to sit down next to Him - right next to His legs. Now ask them to look up at His face. As they look at
Him, He is looking down at them. Ask them to look and see what kind of expression is on His face.
Check that everyone has had enough time to do this and, if necessary, explain again.
Now explain that we’re not going to talk about this but are going to draw it! Hand out to each
person a copy of the picture below (see section 4 of the book for larger photocopiable version) and
a pen and encourage them to draw in the face of Jesus when He was looking at them.
Be sure they understand that it’s not the drawing that is important - I, for one,
draw very badly!
You can allow some time to show one another but allow for the
possibility that some won’t want to.
You could also discuss what Jesus thinks of us judging by how He looks
at us? Please note that this should be predominantly positive - because
that’s what Jesus is like!

6. A verse to finish with:
“God takes care of us like a shepherd. He gathers each lamb in His arms
and carries them close to His heart.”
    Isaiah 40:11 paraphrase by Brad Jersak
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C) Psalm 23 verse 2

 He makes me lie down in green pastures, He leads me beside quiet waters.  (NIV)
 You have bedded me down in lush meadows, You find me quiet pools to drink from.
            (The Message)
 He lets me rest in green meadows; He leads me beside peaceful streams.  (NLT)

1. Read the verse together - or maybe the whole of Psalm 23 again.

2. Song:  “If we love God” by Greg Leavers - see section 4

3. Ask the group to think about and then list some safe places. Write these down on a whiteboard
or large sheet of paper. Now ask them “what makes a place safe?” and discuss this together.
Point out that a lot has to do with who is there and that if Jesus - our good Shepherd - leads us to a
place, then we are safe there.

4. Quieten the group and invite them to imagine they are in a safe place with Jesus again (it may be
the field we saw last time or it could be somewhere else - a beach, a hillside etc (places where Jesus
walked in the Bible are great).  Now encourage them to ask Jesus this,

“Jesus will You show me what Your peace is like”
As before, give time to listen before discussing His answers together - these might be words or
pictures this time.

5. Now ask this follow up question:
“Jesus, what stops me having Your peace?”

Again, allow time and feedback together.
This may well lead to a need to say sorry for things we have put in the way or to ask
Him to take away things that stop us experiencing His peace. Be sensitive to what is coming up and
introduce a time of prayer in response to it. NB: either kind of barrier can be taken to the cross to be
dealt with - see confession on page 9 in section 2 of this book.

6. Ask each of the group to find a space on the floor and to lie down (you might want to bring
cushions for this). Invite them to close their eyes and consider all the good things that God provides
for them things each day that they need. Stress that they can lie in safety and relax because He is
there watching over them.  Give time to consider and to thank Him for these things.

7. Look together at these verses:
“Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about everything. Tell God what you need and thank
Him for all He has done. If you do this, you will experience God’s peace, which is far more than the
human mind can understand. His peace will guide your hearts as you live in Christ Jesus.”
        Philippians 34:6-7 New Living Translation

8. Now here’s another listening prayer question:
“Father God, is there anything You want to give me right now?”

As before, allow time to listen and mention that they may want to ask the question again if they
don’t have an answer. If appropriate, they may want to share what God has said but don’t force this.
One thought coming from Psalm 23 here is that you might want to play a recording of water
trickling in a stream or have a pumped water ornament running while you do this. However, this
should not be so loud as to intrude, the verse says “quiet waters.”
Don’t forget to remind the group that they can do this at home!
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D) Psalm 23 verse 3

      He restores my soul. He guides me in paths of righteousness for His name’s sake.  (NIV)
      True to Your word, you let me catch my breath and send me in the right direction.
            (The Message)
      He renews my strength. He guides me along right paths, bringing honour to His name.  (NLT)

1. In advance, get hold of one of those rockets with a foot pump that makes them fly up after a few
presses.
Discuss with the group what the word “restore” means. Talk about why people might need to be
restored. Now ask them to think about what God puts back in us to restore us.
Point out that the rocket looks nice but it, too needs something putting into it before it will work
properly.
Once they’ve had a chance to think, invite them to come and tell everyone one thing and to stamp
on the foot pump at the same time. After a few turns the rocket will take off. By all means have
another go until the group run out of ideas.

2. Song: “Be bold, be strong” by Maurice Chapman © 1983 Word Music (UK)

3. Ask the group, “how do you know what is the right thing to do?” and encourage some feedback.
Of course, we can turn to the Bible for help in many circumstances but God also sometimes wants
us to reason it out ourselves or to listen to His guidance in other ways.
Settle down together and ask Jesus this listening prayer question:

“Lord Jesus, is there anything You want me to stop doing?”
Don’t take feedback on this as it is likely to be personal. Do talk with the group about why we
would want to do the right thing. It should not just be because we’re supposed to. It should be
because we love Jesus and want to please Him.

4. Talk to the group about Jesus teaching us to pray. You might want to look together at the Lord’s
prayer in Matthew 6:9-13 (there’s an updated version of this in section 4). Look especially at the line
which says:
“Keep me safe and don’t let me give in to doing wrong things.”
We can ask God to help us to do the right thing - none of us can manage this on our own. Sooner
or later we’ll get it wrong so we need help. You could pray this together now (or maybe the whole
prayer).

5. Time for another listening prayer question:
“Father God, is there anything that You would like me to do today?”

It may or may not be appropriate to share these together. But you could agree to talk about
whether we did them the next time you meet.

6. A memory verse:
“The friends of Jesus wait and listen for Him and they are full of joy
when they hear His voice.”

John 3:29 paraphrase Brad Jersak

7. Song to finish with: “Friends of Jesus” by Greg Leavers - see section 4.
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E) Psalm 23 verse 4

 Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for You are
 with me; Your rod and Your staff, they comfort me.  (NIV)
 Even when the way goes through Death Valley, I’m not afraid when You walk at my side.
 Your trusty shepherd’s crook makes me feel secure.  (The Message)
 Even when I walk through the dark valley of death, I will not be afraid, for You are close
  beside me. Your rod and Your staff protect and comfort me.  (NLT)

1. Roll out a large sheet of paper and throw some pens onto it. Give everyone a few minutes to think
of things that are scary for them and for other people and to draw or write them on the paper.

2. Now ask Jesus this listening prayer question:
“Jesus, where are You when I’m scared of something?”

Feedback together look together at what Jesus says in Matthew 28:20b.

3. Now ask Jesus this, listen and feedback:
“Jesus, what do you think of the things that scare me?”

4. Now together ask God to show you the answer to this question:
“Father God, what do the scary things do when they see Jesus?”

Encourage feedback. If we are Jesus’ friends, we know that He lives inside of us by His Holy Spirit so
we have nothing to be afraid of. He is FAR more powerful than any of the things we are afraid of
and He is always with us.

5. At this point you might like to read the poem “My Dad” by Steve Turner. This can be found in the
book “the day I fell down the toilet” published by Lion Publishing.

6. Look again at Psalm 23 verse 4.
Point out to the group that God doesn’t promise us that we’ll never have any trouble or difficulty. In
fact, Jesus said exactly the opposite of this - see John 16:33b.
Point out that what makes the difference as to how we feel when we’re facing something scary is
whether or not we remember (like David did) that God is with us. Remind them about David
defeating the giant Goliath. He wasn’t afraid because He know his great big God was with him and
was bigger than the giant - see 1 Samuel 17.

7. Here’s one more listening prayer for this session. Give everyone a small stone. Ask the group to
close their eyes and picture someone who is scared or afraid - it maybe someone ill or facing a really
difficult situation at present. They can squeeze the stone tight as they think of that person. Once
everyone has thought of someone, ask God this question:

“Father God, what does this person really need?”
Encourage them to listen and then to pray that the person would have what God said they need.
Encourage them to take the stone home and put it somewhere same to remind them to pray for
this person.

8. Song: Again, you could use “Be bold, be strong”

9. Memory verse:
“God always walks in front of you and goes wherever you go. He will never leave
you or stop being your friend. With Him around, fear and sadness soon leave.”

Deuteronomy 31:8 paraphrase Brad Jersak
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F) Psalm 23 verse 5

 You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with
  oil; my cup overflows.  (NIV)
 You serve me a six-course dinner right in front of my enemies. You revive my drooping
   head; my cup brims with blessing. (The Message)
 You prepare a feast for me in the presence of my enemies. You welcome me as a guest,
  anointing my head with oil. My cup overflows with blessings. (NLT)

1. In advance set up a table for a banquet with plenty of nice food that your group will enjoy.
Make sure you include snacks, savouries, biscuites/cake, chocolates, exotic fruit, drinks, flowers,
plates, napkins etc. The emphasis is on this being and looking really special - don’t hold back!
If you have more than one room, put the table in a side room and shut the door. If not, put it at
one end of the room and cover it over with a tablecloth so that nothing can be seen.

2. Sit together in a large circle. Give each of the group a piece of card (A4 or larger) and a thick
pen. Ask them to fold it in half longways so it will stand up.
Read Psalm 23 verse 5 and ask them to think about what their ‘enemies’ are. Examples might
be: what people think of me; fear of dying; fighting; bullying; parents splitting up, etc. Encourage
them to focus on a challenge, persecution or behaviour rather than on a specific person. When
they’re ready, get them to write the name of one of these things on their card.
Now put the cards in front of you in a circle (still leaving a big space in the middle).

3. With another helper, go and get the banquet table and put it in the middle of the circle. Point
out to the group that this is “in the presence of their enemies.”
Invite everyone to come to the table and enjoy the banquet. Before they dig in, remember to
say thank you to God for all that He has given us and for the chance to be a guest at His
banquet.

4. Now return to seats in the circle and ask God these listening prayer questions and feedback
after each one:

a) “Father God, what do You think of my enemies?”
NB. After doing this on one occasion, one of the group turned round and stamped on the piece
of paper with his enemy on it!

b) “Father God, why do you do good things for me?”
c) “Father God, what have you filled my cup with?”

Make sure you allow enough time for feedback.

5. Now give everyone either another piece of paper or a plain cardboard box and a pen. Get
them to write on it one good thing from God. If you’re using boxes, build a tower out of these
and get each person to say thank you to God for the good thing as they put their box on the
tower. If you’re using paper, cover the floor or a wall with them and, again, encourage each
person to give thanks.

6. Memory verse:
“God can do more than you ask or imagine because His power
that no-one can measure is working inside of you.”
 Ephesians 3:20

7. Song to finish - “Friends of Jesus” by Greg Leavers.
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G) Psalm 23 verse 6

 Surely goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house
 of the Lord forever.  (NIV)
 Your beauty and love chase after me every day of my life. I’m back home in the house of
 God for the rest of my life.  (The Message)
 Surely Your goodness and unfailing love will pursue me all the days of my life, and I will live
 in the house of the Lord forever. (NLT)

1. Song: “The Lord’s my shepherd” by Greg Leavers.

2. Some of the group will undoubtedly have pet dogs. Ask them to talk about what they really like
about them. Try and draw out the idea of being followed and licked affectionately by them.
Ask, why do the dogs do this?
Now point out that Gods ‘goodness’ and ‘love’ will follow us always - they’re a bit like the dogs.
If you have a young group, you might get a couple of toy dogs and tie them to your feet. Then walk
about to show that, wherever you go, you can’t get away from them!

3. Now re-read the second half of Psalm 23:6 and then invite the group to ask God these questions:
a) “Father God, what’s Your house like?”
b) “Father God, show me what it’s like living in Your house.”

Give time for feedback together.

4. Activity.
On a huge sheet of paper either paint or draw God’s house - stress that we’re talking about what it’s
like not an exact picture! When you’ve finished gather round the picture and thank Him that you’re
going to live in His house with Him forever.

5. To finish with, read together the parallel passage in the New Testament where Jesus talks about
Himself as the good shepherd - John 10:10-16. Look together at what makes Jesus a good shepherd
to us.

And finally....don’t stop there!

There are plenty more scriptures you could use as a basis for creative listening prayer like this, for
example:
i) sea shore:
 - the calling of the first disciples - sea shore (Matthew 4:18-22)
 - calming the storm (Luke 8:22-25)
 - Jesus walking on water (Matthew 14:22-33)
 - Peter’s reconciliation (John 21)
ii) Psalm 139 - extracts - it’s very visual!
iii) Homes:
 - Man let through roof (Mark 2:1-12)
 - Peter’s mother in law (Matthew 8:14-17)
 - Mary anoints Jesus (John 12:1-8)
Talk to Jesus who was there about these episodes in his story - He was there at the time!

God continues to speak to all His people every day. What we have been looking at in these sessions
is for always. Remember, He has much to say and make sure you’re listening.
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Section 4 - Resources for creative prayer

Page Content
22  Song: “The Lord’s my shepherd”
23  Song: “If we love God”
24  Song: “Friends of Jesus wait”
25  Psalm 23 cards template
26  Good shepherd picture (great for jigsaw relay games)
27   Pictures for looking at the shepherd’s face
28  Lord’s prayer - alternative version
29  Further resources sheet
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The Lord is my shepherd;
I have everything I need.
He lets me rest in green meadows;
He leads me beside peaceful streams.
He renews my strength.
He guides me along right paths,
bringing honour to His name
Even when I walk through the dark valley of
death, I will not be afraid,
for You are close beside me.
Your rod and Your staff protect and comfort me.
You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You welcome me as a guest,
anointing mu head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
Surely Your goodness and unfailing love will pursue
me all the days
of my life,
and I will live in
the house of the
Lord forever.

Psalm 23
NLT

The Lord is my shepherd;
I have everything I need.
He lets me rest in green meadows;
He leads me beside peaceful streams.
He renews my strength.
He guides me along right paths,
bringing honour to His name
Even when I walk through the dark valley of
death, I will not be afraid,
for You are close beside me.
Your rod and Your staff protect and comfort me.
You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You welcome me as a guest,
anointing mu head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
Surely Your goodness and unfailing love will pursue
me all the days
of my life,
and I will live in
the house of the
Lord forever.

Psalm 23
NLT

The Lord is my shepherd;
I have everything I need.
He lets me rest in green meadows;
He leads me beside peaceful streams.
He renews my strength.
He guides me along right paths,
bringing honour to His name
Even when I walk through the dark valley of
death, I will not be afraid,
for You are close beside me.
Your rod and Your staff protect and comfort me.
You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You welcome me as a guest,
anointing mu head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
Surely Your goodness and unfailing love will pursue
me all the days
of my life,
and I will live in
the house of the
Lord forever.

Psalm 23
NLT

The Lord is my shepherd;
I have everything I need.
He lets me rest in green meadows;
He leads me beside peaceful streams.
He renews my strength.
He guides me along right paths,
bringing honour to His name
Even when I walk through the dark valley of
death, I will not be afraid,
for You are close beside me.
Your rod and Your staff protect and comfort me.
You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You welcome me as a guest,
anointing mu head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
Surely Your goodness and unfailing love will pursue
me all the days
of my life,
and I will live in
the house of the
Lord forever.

Psalm 23
NLT
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I am the good shepherd
John 10:11
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Further resources

Books
“Children can you hear me” published by Fresh Wind Press (Canada)

“100 creative prayer ideas for children” by Jan Dyer - published by Kingsway

“101 ideas for creative prayers” by Judith Merrell - published by Scripture Union

“New ideas for creative prayer” by Judith Merrell - published by Scripture Union

“Multi-Sensory Prayer” by Sue Wallace - published by Scripture Union

“Operation world”  - published by Paternoster Lifestyle/WEC

“Window on the world” - published by Paternoster Lifestyle/WEC

“Stories to help you pray” by Susan Lacy - published by Bible Reading Fellowship

“Teach your children to pray” by Denise George - published by Christian Focus Publications

“Friends of Jesus/Ffrindiau Iesu” (songbook) published by Urban Saints Wales*

“Learning about prayer” published by Lion Publishing

“Children can you hear me?” by Brad Jersak - published by Fresh Wind Press (Canada)

“Imaginative prayer for youth groups” published by Youth Specialties (USA)

“Hello God, it’s me” published by Scripture Union

Web sites
24-7 Prayer  www.24-7prayer.com

Viva Network www.viva.org

Energize   www.energize.uk.net

CD’s and music resources
“Father God says” - children’s songs with listening prayer questions and instrumental music*

“24/7 Chill” - tracks for prayer from 24-7 (more CD’s available on their web site)

“Hand in hand/Law yn llaw” - scripture reading, instrumental music and improvisation*

“Side by side/Ochr yn ochr”  - more Bible, music and improvisation*

“The pilgrim heart” - instrumental CD in a book of meditations published by Lion Publishing

Other ideas for background music to prayer include sound effects from the rainforest and

recordings of monks singing plainsong - although neither would be usual listening for young

people, both set an atmosphere for something distinct and special.

* Published by/available from Urban Saints Wales. Contact Andy Hughes on � 01678 530347

or �  ahughes@saintygymuned.org

Please note, Urban Saints do not take any responsibility for resources/web sites published by

other organisations. However, at the time of going to print, we were happy to recommend

those shown above.



Urban Saints is the operating name of The Crusaders' Union, a company limited by guarantee and
registered in England & Wales, company number 07771037, charity number 1144923, and in
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